ENGINEERING

Pioneer Possibilities with R&D Tax Credits
Innovation powers the economy. Government rewards you for it with tax incentives. Much
of the research activity your firm performs may qualify, including:



Developing energy efficient/green
features



Developing project plans,
schematics, & designs



Designing roadway/bridge
structures



Analyzing exteriors walls for
energy performance



Analyzing materials & systems



Modeling with BIM & CAD



Designing MEP/HVAC systems



Analyzing wastewater system
performance



Conducting environmental
testing & remediation

STRUCTURAL FOUNDATION IMPROVEMENTS
With a project to expand an existing residence, a structural engineering firm analyzed
geotechnical reports and found sloping bedrock and structure movement. To meet client
and performance requirements for foundational improvement, the firm needed to evaluate
alternative designs and materials through an iterative design process. This resulted in a hybrid
foundation solution with drilled cast-in-place piles and hand-dug piers.

RIVER BRIDGE REHABILITATION & EXPANSION
An engineering firm took on a project to widen, improve traffic flow, and address structural
deficiencies for two bridges that spanned a river. The project’s unpredictable environmental
and site constraints presented significant technological challenges that required the firm to
conduct extensive analysis and simulation techniques to evaluate design alternatives and
discover acceptable solutions.

EARTHQUAKE-RESISTANT CURVED BUILDING
A structural engineering firm faced technological challenges to develop a u-shaped classroom
in an earthquake-prone area. The company conducted extensive experimentation and
simulations to find solutions for structural seismic requirements, design integrity, and framing
issues unique to the u-shape facility. Through a detailed iterative design process, the company
discovered solutions that satisfied all requirements and regulations.

Reach out to a CTI Tax Specialist Today!
To learn how your engineering firm can qualify, call CTI at 866-444-4880.

AVG ANNUAL REVENUE

$15M/YEAR

TOTAL FED/STATE CREDITS

$190,000

AVG ANNUAL REVENUE

$1.1B/YEAR

TOTAL FED/STATE CREDITS

$3.3M

AVG ANNUAL REVENUE

$4M/YEAR

TOTAL FED/STATE CREDITS

$240,000

What Are the Requirements for Qualifying Activities?
Technical approaches to problem-solving need not be ground-breaking, just new to your company. The definition of
“research” is much broader, and activities need only satisfy these elements of the four-part test to qualify:
Relate to a new or improved business component,
which is defined as a product, process, computer
software, technique, formula, or invention.

Eliminate uncertainty regarding the capability,
methodology, or design for the development or
improvement of the business component.

Embody a process of experimentation that
includes evaluating alternate designs, testing
hypotheses, and systematic trial and error.

Are technological in nature, fundamentally
relying on principles of physical, biological,
computer, or engineering science.

What Eligible Activity Expenses Can I Claim?
Though the process of identifying and substantiating detailed expenditures is complex, eligible expenses incurred
through R&D activities generally fall into these categories:
QUALIFIED RESEARCH EXPENSES (QREs)



Salaries & Wages
• Wages for directly conducting research & directly
supporting research
• Salaries for executives and first-level supervisors
who directly support research

Salaries & Wages

Supply Costs



• Materials and equipment consumed or used
during research and experimentation


Contractor Costs

Supply Costs

Contractor Costs
• 65% of contractor expenses for qualified activities
• Taxpayer bears financial risk of failure and
possesses rights to research results

Soar Your Business to New Heights
Want to learn more about partnering with CTI’s elite tax professionals?
To see how R&D tax credits can drive opportunity and reduce costs for your
business, contact a CTI tax consultancy specialist today at 866-444-4880.
(866) 444-4880 • www.ctillc.com • info@ctillc.com
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